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If you want to know more…

1. D. Tommasini, Practical Definitions & Formulae for Normal 
Conducting Magnets

2. Special CAS on magnets, Bruges, Jun. 2009

3. Lectures about magnets in JUAS (Joint Universities Accelerator 
School

4. Lectures about magnets in previous general CAS

5. N. Marks, Magnets for Accelerators, JAI (John Adams Institute) 
course, Jan. 2015

6. J. Tanabe, Iron Dominated Electromagnets

7. And many many more!!

Thanks in particular to Davide Tommasini, Thomas Zickler
and the colleagues of the TE-MSC-NCM (MNC) section at CERN!
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Introduction
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We have many normal conducting magnets at CERN, many of 

them can be considered “references”…

https://norma-db.web.cern.ch

(link available within CERN)

4551 installed
315 design codes

https://norma-db.web.cern.ch/
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PS main unit magnets: operated (with several consolidation 

campaigns) since 1959 

EDMS 1262033
268 pages

https://edms.cern.ch/document/1262033
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SPS main bending magnets

2.0 T, 5.8 kA
vertical gap 39 mm (MBA) or 52 mm (MBB)
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MCB (HB2) dipoles, East Area and North Area

1.74 T, 880 A
vertical gap 80 mm
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SPS main quadrupoles

22 T/m, 2.1 kA
aperture diameter 88 mm
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Q200 L quadrupoles, East Area

11.85 T/m, 800 A
aperture diameter 200 mm
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SESAME combined function main bending

1.46 T, -2.79 T/m, 494 A
vertical gap 40 mm
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MQW twin quadrupoles for LHC

35 T/m, 710 A
aperture diameter 46 mm
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MDX L 150 correctors, East Area

0.70 T, 240 A
vertical gap 150 mm
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H+V correctors: HIE Isolde and AWAKE electron line

9.1 mT·m, 48 A
gap 92 × 92 mm

0.414 mT·m, 5 A
gap 100× 100 mm
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SESAME sextupoles (with embedded correctors)

220 T/m2, 223 A
aperture diameter 75 mm
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Type 610 sextupoles, PS

150 A
non-circular aperture, 350 mm×112 mm
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MTE octupoles, PS (Multi-Turn Extraction)

14360 T/m3, 700 A
aperture diameter 140 mm
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Experimental magnets: LHCb dipole
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Experimental magnets: L3 / ALICE solenoid – the largest            

resistive magnet?
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Twin dipole short model for FCC-ee

54.3 mT, 3.65 kA
vertical gap 84 mm
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Twin quadrupole short model for FCC-ee

10 T/m, 222 A
aperture diameter 84 mm
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And so much more is out there… see also the bonus slides
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Conclusions (introduction)

There is a long tradition and experience with room 
temperature magnets in accelerators 

We did not look at cyclotrons, FFAGs, synchrocyclotrons, etc.

There are many types of resistive magnets: dipoles, 
quadrupoles, combined function, sextupoles, octupoles, 
solenoids, experimental magnets, wigglers, undulators, etc.

We focus on dipoles and quadrupoles

Most of them are iron dominated, with coils wound from 
copper (or aluminum) conductor

There are coil dominated RT magnets, but they are more of a niche
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Requirements
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cost & 
schedule

procurement

QA/QC
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spare magnets / coils
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Sometimes there might be ambiguity in the communication between 
beam physicists and magnet engineers: typical examples are the 

strength of a sextupole (factor of 2 difference) or field quality (like 
field homogeneity vs. gradient homogeneity in a quadrupole).
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earthing, protection covers
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Conclusions (specifications)

Make sure you know which magnet you have to design, build, 
test, install

Ideally before starting the design… though some iterations in the 
early phases are normal

Make sure this is validated by all colleagues
A specification and a preliminary design document can help, this 
depends also on the size of the project
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Yoke design

2D
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The design of the yoke usually starts in 2D, considering 

several aspects

Pole tip

Back or return legs

Space for coils

Integration: overall dimensions, weight

Construction and assembly considerations

Confinement of stray field

Field trimming after magnetic measurements
integrated strength (main component)
integrated field quality

Different ferromagnetic materials
solid vs. laminated
iron based, usually electrical steel, but also ARMCO® and cobalt-iron 
alloys (in very specific cases)
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C

These are the most common types of resistive dipoles 

(cartoon representation)

H

window frame              
(O)

window frame (O)
with windings on both backlegs
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figure-of-8
(useful because 

narrow)

quadrupole                       
with half the coils

(maybe not so common)

standard 
quadrupole

These are the most common types of resistive quadrupoles 

(cartoon representation)
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Reminder: the allowed / not-allowed harmonics refer to 

some terms that shall / shall not cancel out thanks to design 

symmetries

fully symmetric dipoles (ex. H)
allowed: B1, b3, b5, b7, b9, etc.

half symmetric dipoles (ex. C)
allowed: B1, b2, b3, b4, b5, etc.

fully symmetric quadrupoles
allowed: B2, b6, b10, b14, b18, etc.

fully symmetric sextupoles
allowed: B3, b9, b15, b21, etc.
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Out of curiosity, the table lists the allowed multipoles for the 

different layouts of the dipole (cartoon) examples

NI = 20 kA, h = 50 mm, wpole = 80 mm

C-shape H-shape O-shape

b2 1.4 0 0

b3 -88.2 -87.0 0.2

b4 0.7 0 0

b5 -31.6 -31.4 -0.1

b6 0.1 0 0

b7 -3.8 -3.8 -0.1

b8 0.0 0 0

b9 0.0 0.0 0.0

bn multipoles in units of 10-4 at R = 17 mm
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The magnetic circuit is dimensioned so that the pole is wide 

enough for field quality, and there is enough room for the 

flux in the return legs

𝐵𝑙𝑒𝑔 ≅ 𝐵𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝑤𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 + 1.2ℎ

𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑔

𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑔,2

𝑤𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒

h

𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑔,1

𝑤𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 ≅ 𝑤𝐺𝐹𝑅 + 2.5ℎ
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The BH response of the yoke material in an important 

parameter
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Below a didactic example of yoke optimization for a dipole
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The high field target is 2.0 T, at the limit but doable (standard 

iron, reasonable Ampere-turns, reasonable size of yoke, field 

quality at various currents)

SPS @ 450 GeV
bending B = 2.0 T
quadrupole Bpole = 21.7*0.044 = 0.95 T

TI2 / TI8 (transfer lines SPS to LHC, @ 450 GeV)
bending B = 1.8 T
quadrupole Bpole = 53.5*0.016 = 0.86 T

PS @ 26 GeV
combined function bending B ≈ 1.5 T
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This is the (average) transfer function field B vs. current I for 

the SPS main dipoles
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What about low field? This is another challenge, typically a 

few tens of mT

LEP dipoles
steel (30%) / concrete cores
0.021 to 0.110 T

ELENA dipoles
prototypes with diluted 
/ not diluted cores
0.36 to 0.05 T
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The ideal poles are curves of constant scalar potential
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The ideal poles for a dipole, a quadrupole, a sextupole, etc. 

are curves of constant scalar potential, of infinite length

𝑦 = ±ℎ/2

2𝑥𝑦 = ±𝑟2

3𝑥2𝑦 − 𝑦3 = ±𝑟3

𝜌 sin 𝜃 = ±ℎ/2

𝜌2 sin 2𝜃 = ±𝑟2

𝜌3 sin 3𝜃 = ±𝑟3

straight line

hyperbola

dipole

quadrupole

sextupole

combined function dipole + quadrupole: translated hyperbola 
(that is, a pure quadrupole with a horizontal offset)
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dipole quadrupole sextupole
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Ideal poles can be found for any linear combination of 

multipole terms (also tangent to non-circular apertures)

Tracking magnetic equipotential 
curves for general combinations 
of multipolar fields

EDMS 2792136

(with Python script producing 
list of points or a DXF file)

https://edms.cern.ch/document/2792136
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The osculating circle at the pole tip can also be a starting 

point

quadrupole: Rfit = r sextupole: Rfit = r/2
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Pole profiles are even used for logos of large laboratories…
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Ideal poles are a (useful) starting point to design the pole tip, 

nowadays we have 2D (and 3D) simulation tools
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Every magnet designer has his / her preference: below the 

pole tip of the SESAME quadrupoles vs. the hyperbola
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Below the example of the LEP main bending magnets, also 

with side pole shims
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Some authors give guidelines: ex. for dipoles
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Some authors give guidelines: ex. for quadrupoles
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Some authors give guidelines: whole chapter (40 pages) in      

J. Tanabe’s book
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The size of these side shims can depend on the field level and 

on the BH characteristics of the material
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Conclusions (yoke design 2D)

The yoke shall be dimensioned considering various aspects
There is not a unique solution
Several magnet layouts are possible
Pole width, pole tip profile, side shims: the starting point is often 
given by the curves of constant scalar potential

The material of the yoke is ferromagnetic with mr >> 1
In most cases, electrical steel

The maximum (reasonable) field for a dipole is 2.0 T
In most cases, we prefer to stay below, in the 1.5 T region

Forces in the iron are (usually) not a main concern
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Yoke design

3D
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In 3D, the longitudinal dimension of the magnet is described 

by a magnetic length

𝑙𝑚𝐵0 = න

−∞

∞

𝐵 𝑧 𝑑𝑧
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aperture radius

The magnetic length can be estimated at first order with 

simple formulae

𝑙𝑚 ≅ 𝑙𝐹𝑒 + ℎ

𝑙𝑚 ≅ 𝑙𝐹𝑒 + 2/3𝑟

𝑙𝑚 > 𝑙𝐹𝑒

dipole

quadrupole

ℎ

𝑟

𝑙𝑚 ≅ 𝑙𝐹𝑒 + 𝑟/2

sextupole

aperture radius𝑟
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There are many different options to terminate the poles in 

3D, depending on the type of magnet, its field level, personal 

preferences, etc.

z

rounded (DIAMOND dipole)

abrupt shims (SPS MB)
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Shims and washers on quadrupole ends for the AA quads
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In some cases, a ferromagnetic plate delimits the field in the 

longitudinal direction: ex. SOLEIL dipole
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Some machines are very crowded, also in the longitudinal 

direction: see latest light sources, ex. ESRF-EBS
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inner

central

outer

SESAME main bending: three degrees of freedom to correct 

integrated field, quadrupole and sextupole (if needed), after 

magnetic measurements 
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SESAME quadrupoles: same cross-section, different end 

chamfers (45°) to cancel the first allowed harmonic

QF
280 mm
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SESAME sextupoles: no end chamfer, first integrated allowed 

harmonic compensated with an offset in 2D
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Solid vs. laminated iron? Simplifying at the extreme, solid ---> 

dc application, laminated ---> can be pulsed 

M200 M200 L
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Stacking factor: see below for a formal treatment

In most cases 0.97-0.98 
and in practice no major 
impact on results
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Usually two dipole elements are found in lattice codes: the 

sector dipole (SBEND) and the parallel faces dipole (RBEND)

top views
SBEND

RBEND
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The two types of dipoles are slightly different in terms of 

focusing, for a geometric effect

SBEND
horizontal focusing

RBEND
vertical edge focusing

and anything in between, playing with the edges, also curved
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Conclusions (yoke design 3D)

The concept of magnetic length is important
Special attention is needed in crowded lines

As in 2D, several options are possible for the termination of 
the poles in 3D

Again, there is not a unique solution
3D simulations are powerful tools to check field integrals

Either solid or laminated yokes are used 
The default preference at CERN now is to go for laminated yokes, 
possibly machined (that is, not stamped)
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Coil design
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The conductor is either copper (in most cases) or aluminum

Copper

1.72∙[1+0.0039∙(T-20)]∙10-8 W/m

8.9 kg/dm3

Aluminium

2.65∙[1+0.0040∙(T-20)]∙10-8 W/m

2.7 kg/dm3
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Some examples of coils with aluminum conductor

LHCb detector dipole
coil mass 2 × 25 t 
power 2 × 2.1 MW

LEP dipole 
busbars

PS main 
units
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Focusing on copper, both hollow conductors (long length, 

mostly non-insulated) and solid conductors (also insulated) 

are commercially available
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minimum bending radius (in particular for 
hollow conductor) typically 5x side / 10x 
the hole diameter – to avoid cooling 
restrictions and wedging 
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For a dipole, the Ampere-turns are a linear function of the 

gap and of the field (at least up to saturation)

𝑁𝐼 = ර𝐻 ∙ 𝑑𝑙 =
𝐵𝐹𝑒
𝜇0𝜇𝑟

∙ 𝑙𝐹𝑒 +
𝐵𝑔𝑎𝑝

𝜇0
∙ ℎ ≅

𝐵𝑔𝑎𝑝ℎ

𝜇0

h

NI/2

NI/2

𝑙𝐹𝑒

𝑁𝐼 =
𝐵ℎ

𝜂𝜇0
𝜂 =

1

1 +
1
𝜇𝑟

𝑙𝐹𝑒
ℎ
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This formula is very useful, but it also assumes a pure dipole 

field: see below for ex. when adding a sextupole error

𝑁𝐼

2
=
𝐵1
𝜇0

ℎ

2
−

𝐵3
3𝜇0𝑅

2

ℎ

2

3

𝐵1 = 1 T
𝐵3 = 0 T at 𝑅 = 20 mm
ℎ = 60 mm
𝑁𝐼 = 2 × 23873.24 A

𝐵1 = 1 T
𝐵3 = −0.01 T at 𝑅 = 20 mm
ℎ = 60 mm
𝑁𝐼 = 2 × 24052.29 A
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The same computation can be tackled using magnetic 

reluctances and Hopkinson’s law, which is a parallel of Ohm’s 

law

ℛ =
𝑙

𝜇0𝜇𝑟𝐴

ℛ =
NI

Φ
R =

V

𝐼

𝜂 =
1

1 +
ℛ𝐹𝑒
ℛ𝑔𝑎𝑝

R =
𝑙

𝜎𝑆
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The Ampere-turns grow with the order of the magnet, so 

there is an interest in keeping the aperture small

𝐵 ≅
𝜇0𝑁𝐼

ℎ
𝑁𝐼 ≅

𝐵ℎ

𝜇0

𝐵′ ≅
𝜇0𝑁𝐼

2𝑟2
𝑁𝐼 ≅

2𝐵′𝑟2

𝜇0

𝐵′′ ≅
𝜇0𝑁𝐼

𝑟3
𝑁𝐼 ≅

𝐵′′𝑟3

𝜇0

Dipole

Quadrupole

Sextupole
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These are the same formulae – including the more general 

one – using the fundamental harmonic rather than B, B’, B’’

𝐵1 ≅
𝜇0𝑁𝐼

2𝑟
𝑁𝐼 ≅

2𝐵1𝑟

𝜇0

𝐵2 ≅
𝜇0𝑁𝐼𝑅

2𝑟2
𝑁𝐼 ≅

2𝐵2𝑟
2

𝑅𝜇0

𝐵3 ≅
𝜇0𝑁𝐼𝑅

2

2𝑟3
𝑁𝐼 ≅

2𝐵3𝑟
3

𝜇0𝑅
2

Dipole

Quadrupole

Sextupole

𝐵 = 𝐵1

𝐵′ =
𝐵2
𝑅

𝐵′′ =
2𝐵3
𝑅2

𝑁𝐼 ≅
2𝐵𝑛𝑟

𝑛

𝜇0𝑅
𝑛−1𝐵𝑛 ≅

𝜇0𝑁𝐼𝑅
𝑛−1

2𝑟𝑛
General
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Geometric errors in the pole have a larger impact on the 

magnetic field in the gap, as the order increases

Δ𝐵

𝐵
=
𝐵 ℎ + Δℎ − 𝐵(ℎ)

𝐵(ℎ)
≅ −

Δℎ

ℎ

Δ𝐵′

𝐵′
=

𝐵′ 𝑟 + Δ𝑟 − 𝐵′(𝑟)

𝐵′(𝑟)
≅ −2

Δ𝑟

𝑟

Δ𝐵′′

𝐵′′
=
𝐵′′ 𝑟 + Δ𝑟 − 𝐵′′(𝑟)

𝐵′′(𝑟)
≅ −3

Δ𝑟

𝑟

Dipole

Quadrupole

Sextupole
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Example of computation of Ampere-turns and current

central field B = 1.3 T
total gap 80 mm

h ≅ 0.90  

NI = (1.3*0.080)/(0.90*4*pi*10^-7) = 91956 A   total

low inductance option
64 turns, I ≅ 91956/64 = 1437 A
L = 62.9 mH, R = 15.9 mW

low current option
204 turns, I ≅ 91956/204 = 451 A
L = 639 mH, R = 172 mW

𝑁𝐼 =
𝐵ℎ

𝜂𝜇0
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MCA/MCB dipole: same yoke, different coils
32 turns per pole 102 turns per pole
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Besides the number of turns, the overall size of the coil 

depends on the current density, which drives the resistive 

power consumption (linearly)

ex. NI = 50000 A (rms)

air cooled
(on external surface)

j
(rms)

1 – 1.5 A/mm2

water-cooled
(hollow conductor)

(for Cu)

j = 1 A/mm2

A = 50000/1 = 50000 mm2

j = 5 A/mm2

A = 50000/5 = 
= 10000 mm2
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The size of the coil (for large magnets or many in series) is 

optimized considering capital and running costs (including 

infrastructure like power converters, cooling, cables, etc.)
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These are common formulae for the main electric parameters 

of a resistive dipole (1/2)

𝑁𝐼 =
𝐵ℎ

𝜂𝜇0
Ampere-turns (total)

current

resistance (total)

inductance

𝐼 =
(𝑁𝐼)

𝑁

𝑅 =
𝜌𝑁𝐿𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛
𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

𝐿 ≅ 𝜂𝜇0𝑁
2𝐴/ℎ

𝐴 ≅ (𝑤𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒+1.2ℎ)(𝑙𝐹𝑒 + ℎ)
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These are common formulae for the main electric parameters 

of a resistive dipole (2/2)

voltage

resistive power (rms)

magnetic stored energy

𝑉 = 𝑅𝐼 + 𝐿
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑚𝑠 = 𝑅𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠
2

= 𝜌𝑗𝑟𝑚𝑠
2 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

=
𝜌𝐿𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝐵𝑟𝑚𝑠ℎ

𝜂𝜇0
𝑗𝑟𝑚𝑠

𝐸𝑚 = න

0

𝐼

𝐿𝑖𝑑𝑖 ≅
1

2
𝐿𝐼2
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These are useful formulae for standard resistive quadrupoles

𝐵𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 = 𝐵′𝑟

𝑁𝐼 =
2𝐵′𝑟2

𝜂𝜇0

pole tip field

Ampere-turns (total)

current

resistance (total)

𝐼 =
(𝑁𝐼)

𝑁

𝑅 =
𝜌𝑁𝐿𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛
𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
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If the magnet is not dc, then an rms power / current is taken, 

considering the duty cycle

𝑃𝑟𝑚𝑠 = 𝑅𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠
2 = 𝑅

1

𝑇
න

0

𝑇

𝐼 𝑡 2𝑑𝑡

𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠
2 =

𝐼𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
2

2
sine wave around 0

linear ramp from 0

linear ramp between I1 and I2 𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠
2 =

𝐼1
2 + 𝐼1𝐼2 + 𝐼2

2

3

𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠
2 =

𝐼𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
2

3
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The rms power can be computed piecewise, for example with 

a simple spreadsheet (considering a piecewise linear 

approximation for the current cycle)

𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠
2 =

𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠,1
2 𝑡1 + 𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠,2

2 𝑡2 + 𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠,3
2 𝑡3 +⋯

𝑡1 + 𝑡2 + 𝑡3 +⋯

T I rms

[s] [A]

0 2184.1

1.2 2184.1

t I ∫I^2*dt

[s] [A] [A^2*s]

0 0.0 -

0.005 137.9 32

0.015 200.0 289

0.225 200.0 8400

0.235 468.5 1177

0.245 729.6 3645

0.255 967.8 7250

0.265 1023.8 9919

0.275 1079.9 11067

0.285 1107.2 11959

0.295 1135.2 12571

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

I [
A

]

t [s]
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grade 1, 2 or 3, that is, simple, 
double and triple coating
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1 to 10 bar

thermoswitch protection

< 3 m/s as a target
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Hydraulic parameters for cooling can be computed using 

different formulae

They assume all Joule heating is removed by the water
No contribution from air convection

Several sets of formulae are reported next
D. Tommasini --- more direct
T. Zickler, from J. Tanabe --- need iterative solution
both work in the turbulent regime
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The spreadsheet below is an example of cooling 

computations
INPUTS

A_cable [mm^2] 49 conductor dimensions (overall) CONSTANTS

d_hole [mm] 3.7 cooling hole diameter

r_fillet [mm] 1 conductor round fillet density of water

L [mm] 32860 length of the circuit T r

T_inlet [°C] 24 water inlet temperature [°C] [km/m^3]

Cu material (Cu or Al) 4 1000.0

I [A] 235 current 10 999.7

P [kW] 0.851 power to be dissipated 15 999.1

e [mm] 1.50E-03 surface roughness 20 998.2

DT [°C] 10 temperature rise 22 997.8

25 997.0

COMPUTED QUANTITIES 30 995.7

T_ave [°C] 29 average temperature 40 992.2

A_curr [mm^2] 37.4 Cu area per conductor 60 983.2

m_cable [kg] 11.0 mass of the conductor 80 971.8

r [Ohm*m] 1.75E-08 resistivity

R [mOhm] 15.35 resistance kinematic viscosity

P [kW] 0.851 R*I^2 T n

j [A/mm^2] 6.3 current density [°C] [m^2/s]

r [km/m^3] 996 water mass density 15.4 1.13E-06

n [m^2/s] 8.21E-07 kinematic viscosity 21.0 9.85E-07

cp [kJ/(kg*K)] 4.179 specific heat capacity 26.6 8.64E-07

32.1 7.66E-07

OUTPUT (Colebrook) 37.7 6.87E-07

Dp [bar] 5.24 pressure drop

v [m/s] 1.90 cooling water speed specific heat capacity

Re [/] 8568 Reynolds number T cp

q [L/min] 1.227 cooling water flow [°C] [kJ/(kg K)]

10 4.192

OUTPUT (Blasius) 20 4.182

Dp [bar] 5.26 pressure drop 30 4.178

v [m/s] 1.90 cooling water speed 40 4.179

Re [/] 8568 Reynolds number 50 4.181

q [L/min] 1.227 cooling water flow 60 4.184

70 4.190

OUTPUT (Davide)

Dp [bar] 5.56 pressure drop

v [m/s] 1.89 cooling water speed

Re [/] 9771 Reynolds number

q [L/min] 1.217 cooling water flow
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These are “Davide’s” formulae for the main cooling                      

parameters of a water-cooled resistive magnet

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 ≅ 14.3
𝑃

Δ𝑇
cooling flow 

water velocity

Reynolds number

pressure drop

𝑣 =
1000

15𝜋𝑑2
𝑄

𝑅𝑒 ≅ 1400𝑑𝑣

Δ𝑝 = 60𝐿ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟
𝑄1.75

𝑑4.75

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 ≅ 𝑁ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑄

derived from Blasius’ formula 
for the friction coefficient
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Darcy equation

Colebrook formula
(Nikuradse + Prandtl-v.Karman)
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energy balance

Technically, the power P is a 
function of the DT, as the 
resistance changes with T
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Proper shimming of the coils is important – it also called for 

dedicated campaigns in CERN magnets
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Pole face windings are sometimes (now more rarely) used to 

correct / shape the magnetic field

PS main 
units
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Ampere-turns can be computed analytically with very good 
approximation

Power law scaling with order of the magnet

Several coil geometries are possible
Again, no unique solution

Typically, either copper (in most cases) or aluminum is used

Resistive power, as Joule heating, is dissipated either by 
forced flow of demineralized water, or by air convection

The main parameter is the current density in the conductor

Lorentz forces on the conductor shall be checked
Proper shimming is important, even more for cycled operation

Conclusions (coil design)
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Gallery of cross-sections

see separate file
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Fabrication (hints)
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In many cases, the fabrication is subcontracted to 

(specialized) companies – below are examples of technical 

specifications

EDMS 1279694 EDMS 1257262 EDMS 1279686

https://edms.cern.ch/document/1279694
https://edms.cern.ch/document/1257262
https://edms.cern.ch/document/1279686
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Acceptance tests
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Acceptance tests: ex. from CERN standard template
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Acceptance tests: ex. from CERN standard template
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Acceptance tests: ex. from CERN standard template
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Acceptance tests: ex. from CERN standard template
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Acceptance tests: ex. mechanical checks (extract)
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Thank you
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Bonus
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LINAC4 solenoids

0.26 T, 122 A
aperture diameter 140 mm
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Experimental magnets: ALICE dipole
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Experimental magnets: the Open Axial Field Magnet, ISR
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Experimental magnets: toroid for NA10
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Main magnets in synchrotrons before strong focussing: 

Cosmotron (1953) and SATURNE (1956)
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Dipole correctors embedded in quadrupoles (just two 

examples)
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Several correctors embedded in an octupole (an example)
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Claw-pole magnet by Malyshev, then revamped by several 

colleagues, in particular Kashikhin (FNAL) and Volpini (INFN) 

for superconducting designs
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The poles can extend past the coils – this is more rare, but it 

is done – below a couple of examples
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The smallest quadrupole?
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SESAME combined function (dipole + quadrupole) magnet: 

(half of) the cross-section

shims

circular inclined arc                                               
(not hyperbola)                                                    
apole controls B’                                                                                
Rpole controls b3

100 mm

13 × 11 mm2 Cu 

jCu = 4.4 A/mm2
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SESAME main bending: the pole is tapered to be gradually 

filled by flux at 2.5 GeV; at injection energy, the flux lines in 

the iron are rather different

1.0 T to 1.60 T 1.0 T to 1.65 T 1.0 T to 1.70 T

2.5 GeV, B = 1.45 T

0.25 T to 1.0 T

0.8 GeV, B = 0.47 T
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SESAME main bending: the poles are terminated with three 

sets of shims, mounted in the endplates, to adjust ∫B, ∫B’ and 

∫b3 (if needed)

ferromagnetic

non magnetic

50 mm thick                                   
ARMCO endplate                             

(both sides)

M1400-100A                              
electrical steel                                     

(with bonding varnish)
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SESAME main bending: the field maps also allowed an 

optimal alignment, for repeatability of ∫B, and to cancel skew 

dipole and quad terms

Z

Y

X

Δ𝐵1 ≈
Δ𝑋

𝑅
𝐵2

Δ𝐴1 ≈
Δ𝑌

𝑅
𝐵2

Δ𝐴1 ≈ Δθ𝑍𝐵1

Δ𝐴2 ≈ 2Δθ𝑍𝐵2

∫ omitted everywhere

[ in reality we “extended” the maps 
in 3D through Maxwell equations ]
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10/07/2015

[mm] average [mm] hydr. connection side non-connection side average

d13 70.030 70.017 70.008 70.005 70.015 d13 70.004 70.022 70.013

d24 70.016 70.018 70.022 70.025 70.020 d24 70.040 70.018 70.029

[mm] average [mm] hydr. connection side non-connection side average

d12 23.643 23.498 23.508 23.568 23.554 d12 23.536 23.588 23.562

d23 23.548 23.558 23.568 23.568 23.561 d23 23.564 23.571 23.568

d34 23.593 23.588 23.568 23.558 23.577 d34 23.609 23.596 23.603

d41 23.578 23.583 23.598 23.598 23.589 d41 23.579 23.586 23.583

MQDSE #05 ELYTT

0.024 0.017

max - average average - min

0.008 0.008

max - average average - min

MQDSE #05 Carlos / Michel

hydr. connection side non-connection side

max - average average - min

0.003 0.003

hydr. connection side non-connection side

max - average average - min

0.019 0.016

SESAME quadrupoles: as part of the acceptance procedure, 

we checked on all 66 magnets the key dimensions of the gap

10/07/2015

[mm] average [mm] hydr. connection side non-connection side average

d13 70.030 70.017 70.008 70.005 70.015 d13 70.004 70.022 70.013

d24 70.016 70.018 70.022 70.025 70.020 d24 70.040 70.018 70.029

[mm] average [mm] hydr. connection side non-connection side average

d12 23.643 23.498 23.508 23.568 23.554 d12 23.536 23.588 23.562

d23 23.548 23.558 23.568 23.568 23.561 d23 23.564 23.571 23.568

d34 23.593 23.588 23.568 23.558 23.577 d34 23.609 23.596 23.603

d41 23.578 23.583 23.598 23.598 23.589 d41 23.579 23.586 23.583

MQDSE #05 ELYTT

0.024 0.017

max - average average - min

0.008 0.008

max - average average - min

MQDSE #05 Carlos / Michel

hydr. connection side non-connection side

max - average average - min

0.003 0.003

hydr. connection side non-connection side

max - average average - min

0.019 0.016

opposite poles ≤ 0.05 mm
adjacent poles ≤ 0.03 mm
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SESAME quadrupoles: the allowed harmonics are well 

controlled, with b6 cancelled by the end pole chamfers

QF (long) @ 250 A

b6 = -0.1 ± 0.1 rms

b10 = -0.3 ± 0.0 rms

b14 = 0.3 ± 0.0 rms

#01 to #33

[1
e-

4
]

#01 to #33

[1
e-

4
]

harmonics in 10-4

@ 24 mm radius

QD (short) @ 215 A

b6 = -0.1 ± 0.2 rms

b10 = -0.9 ± 0.0 rms

b14 = 0.3 ± 0.0 rms

-4
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-2

-1

0
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2

3

4
b6 b10 b14
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SESAME quadrupoles: the random harmonics are also very 

satisfactory, witnessing the mechanical symmetry of the 

assembly

harmonics in 10-4 @ 24 mm radius

mean ± rms
QF (long)
@ 250 A

QD (short)
@ 215 A

b3 -0.2 ± 0.8 0.0 ± 1.1

a3 -0.1 ± 0.9 0.1 ± 1.2

b4 0.3 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.9

a4 -0.3 ± 0.1 -1.0 ± 0.2

b5 0.0 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.1

a5 0.0 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.1

solenoidal loop in 
the connection
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SESAME sextupoles: the correctors are embedded, using 

extra (10 A) windings – a popular trick in light sources

skew quadrupole
vertical dipole                               

(0.5 mrad kick @ 2.5 GeV)
horizontal dipole                           

(0.5 mrad kick @ 2.5 GeV) 

3 windings per coil package:                 
main (water cooled) one +                 

two wound with solid conductor
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SESAME sextupoles: the field quality of the sextupoles (with 

the correctors off) is very good

harmonics in 10-4 @ 24 mm radius

mean ± rms
firm 1

@ 215 A
firm 2

@ 215 A

b4 -0.5 ± 1.5 0.3 ± 1.6

a4 -0.8 ± 1.5 -0.7 ± 1.5

b5 0.8 ± 0.9 0.8 ± 1.1

a5 0.0 ± 0.7 0.3 ± 1.2

b6 0.0 ± 0.5 -0.1 ± 0.8

a6 -0.5 ± 0.2 -0.5 ± 0.1

b9 0.4 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1

b15 -0.1 ± 0.0 -0.1 ± 0.0

solenoidal loop in 
the connection

“allowed”
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opposite poles ≤ 0.05 mm
adjacent poles ≤ 0.03 mm

SESAME sextupoles: also for each of the 66 sextupoles we re-

checked at CERN the key dimensions of the gap

[mm] average

d14 75.010 75.020 75.040 75.030 75.025

d25 75.020 75.025 75.025 75.025 75.024

d36 75.040 75.030 75.010 75.030 75.028

[mm] average

d12 19.770 19.770 19.770 19.770 19.770

d23 19.760 19.760 19.765 19.760 19.761

d34 19.810 19.810 19.800 19.810 19.808

d45 19.760 19.770 19.780 19.770 19.770

d56 19.780 19.790 19.780 19.785 19.784

d61 19.780 19.770 19.765 19.770 19.771

hydr. connection side non-connection side

max - average average - min

0.030 0.016

hydr. connection side non-connection side

max - average average - min

0.002 0.002

MSXSE #002 CNE TECHNOLOGY CENTER 11/05/2015

[mm] average

d14 74.997 75.013 75.030 75.042 75.021

d25 75.010 75.012 75.015 75.014 75.013

d36 75.046 75.038 75.035 74.998 75.029

[mm] average

d12 19.759 19.771 19.753 19.763 19.762

d23 19.756 19.749 19.758 19.753 19.754

d34 19.772 19.757 19.763 19.750 19.761

d45 19.763 19.773 19.777 19.778 19.773

d56 19.753 19.777 19.774 19.768 19.768

d61 19.745 19.750 19.741 19.740 19.744

MSXSE #002 Greg

hydr. connection side non-connection side

max - average average - min

0.008

hydr. connection side non-connection side

max - average average - min

0.013 0.016

0.008


